
The Use

Due Diligence is a powerful tool for understanding a 
company, whether improving performance, executing on 
strategy or seeking investment or debt.  It provides insight 
into the business and uncovers need-to-know information 
impacting whether it is positioned for strategic growth and 
has the infrastructure to deliver.

Preparing for a due diligence review will, by itself, 
uncover possible disorganization and dysfunction in a 
company.  We review a company’s financial, legal and  
business structure through interviews and process  
assessments, all of which contribute to revealing both  
opportunities and threats to the bottom line.    

The Process

The process starts with a thorough review of documents 
and financial information, which we back up with  
interviews of key people.  This often extends to testing  
systems and processes, all focused on financial, human 
and technological elements.  
 
The Benefits

Systemic Value:  Growth only occurs when the company 
organizational map is clear. Due diligence provides clarity 
of priorities, tools for organizational analysis, understand-
ing of financial and contractual obligations and assets 
necessary for sustainable and profitable growth.

Contextual Relevance:  Understanding the parameters 
of existing systems, obligations and assets is essential 
for revenue producing next steps.  Due diligence reveals 
trends in company investments of human and traditional 
capital.  

Organization & Analysis: Knowledge is an organizing 
force.  How companies organize critical information, 
whether financial, legal or proprietary intellectual property 
will either limit or enable expansion of their revenue and 
profitability.
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Finding Value in Textiles 

Textile Design Company operated as a 
boutique business in a competitive industry 
dominated by established and significantly 
larger competitors.  They wanted to identify 
sources of risk and opportunities for growth.  

Scope of Work included:

Due diligence review of key systems:  
• Product Pricing, financial record keeping 

and accounting methodology
• Manufacturing processes:  raw material 

sourcing to finished product
• Legal agreements: licensing with interna-

tional partners, brand development and 
supply agreements

• Internal staff organization and process 
protocols

• Analysis of complementary products and 
expansion opportunities. 

Results

Due Diligence Review enabled the  
acquiring  executive team to determine the 
scale of new investment in manufacturing 
facilities required, to avoid catastrophic  
inventory build-up of raw materials and 
eliminate over-buying of custom raw  
materials.  

As a result of the analysis the company was 
able to institute critical price adjustments to 
achieve profitability, prioritize use of finan-
cial assets to promote growth, streamline 
protocols, reduce staff and close gaps in 
how information critical to multiple groups 
was shared and utilized to optimize use of 
capital.  

Identifying value and risk 
Through thorough reviews of processes, 
systems and infrastructure.  



Who we are

At Stratist we work collaboratively with our clients to deliver profitable growth.  We help  
leaders, managers and owners tackle urgent strategic issues and overcome obstacles to  
create short and long term value.  Working side-by-side we help clients develop and  
implement realistic, sustainable strategies to achieve high impact near and long term success.  
 
We are passionate about improving business.  We excel at tackling complex, cross- 
functional challenges without obvious answers and when the stakes are high. 
 
Our Approach: Dynamic, interactive strategy and implementation.  We work with you to deliver 
real, systemic change and drive focus on growth and profitability.  Our process is rigorous and 
creative, deductive and inductive, thought provoking and exciting.  
 
Results: A clear path forward.  We bring clarity, insight and creativity to make your  
business and team a success.  You will get a committed parter who will support,  
challenge and empower you to achieve results.

Services:

• Stratist Quick Start

• Due diligence for investment / sale

• Business infrastructure building

• Strategy design

• Planning

• Innovation 

• Cash flow optimization

• Turn around and restructuring 

• Implementation / execution
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